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S Y N 0 PSI S
An analytical investigation is made of the effect of the
lateral load distribution factor on the required size of interior
prestressed concrete box beam bridge members. Beam span, lateral
spacing, and distribution factor have been varied such that compari-
sons can be made of the required beam sizes. The designs were made
in accordance with the provisions of the AASHO Standard Specifications
for Highway Bridges, and the ACI Standard Building Code Requirements
for Reinforced Concrete, along with the Bridge Design Standards
established by the Pennsylvania Department of Highways.
The design procedure is incorporated in a Fortran computer
program which wa~ written to design various beam sections with an
attempt to maximize the flexibility in choosing design conditions.
With the choice of different subroutines, the operator can compile
a range of suitable beam sizes and sections for each design condition.
This investigation was made in conjunction with the project
Lateral Distribution of Load in Prestressed Box-Beam Bridges currently
being conducted in the Structural Concrete Division of the Fritz
Engineering Laboratory, Department of Civi 1 Engineering', Lehigh
University.
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1 0 I N T ROD U C T ION
The presence of new materials, coupled with the development
of modern construction techniques, has brought about new concepts in
bridge design. At the same time, however, design specifications have
not been modified to reflect the full advantages of these current
trends~ Lateral load distribution in highway bridges is one area
which falls into this category. If it could be shown that the distribu-
tion factors should be reduced, then the required beam sizes would also
be reduced. In this paper, the objective is not to suggest a new proce-
dure for load distribution, but rather to show the resultant effects
of reducing the currently specified factors.
It is obvious that a change in the factors would cause some,
even if very slight, variation in the size of the structural members
required for bridge' superstructures. The design of a sufficient num-
ber of members to show the effects of an alteration in the distribution
factor would normally be e~tremely time consuming. For this reason,
the rapid calculating ability of the modern digital c-omputer was
utilized.
In order to supplement current field and analytical studies
of box beam bridges, it was decided to investigate box sections in the
study. The interrelation of load distribution with span and beam spac-
ing is of great irnportance& As might be expected, the long span and
wide spacing combination is affected to a greater extent than the com-
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bination of short span and close spacing.
To show the variation in required section sizes under differ-
ent combinations of span and spacing, a series of computer designs
were run with certain fixed parameters. Concrete strengths, steel
strengths, loading, and the basic cross-sectional dimensions were
held constant, while spans and spacings were varied.
The final product of this study is two-fold. The design
engineer is given a true picture of the advantages of a reduction in
the lateral distribution of loads in bridges, enabling him to more
readily appreciate the possible results of the current field and
analytical studies. The second result lies in the combined advantages
afforded through use of the digital computer with a Fortran program
which is capable· of producing multiple designs of great accuracy,
and in a significantly short time.
2. LOA D DIS T RIB UTI 0 N
2.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The distribution of vehicular loads throughout bridge super-
structures is a problem which is attracting more'and more attention by
designers, fabricators, and research engineers, The design standards
now available for the proportioning of longitudinal beams supporting
slab surfaces are based on an extensive study conducted at the University
of Illinois during the period 1936-1954. As a result of this study,
the general practice today for determining the maximum moment in the
design o~ a beam is to assign a fraction of each wheel load to the
beam under consideration. This fraction is of the form S/K, where
S is the average beam spacing and K is a constant based on the type
of material and cross-sectional shape of the beam.. Recent testing
has strengthened a theory which many engineers have maintained for
years: Namely, that the currently used specifications are unduly con-
servative when related to present-day bridge types and construction
methods. This problem has been recognized as structural engineers
have listed distribution of loads in bridge superstructures as one ·of
the fertile areas for current research.
However, the proof that the specifications do not accurately
describe the behavior of modern structures is only one part of the
question in this field of investigation. An equally important second
part which should ultimately be considered in any research endeavor is:
What value are the findings of the research to the practicing engineer?
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In the area of lateral load distribution the questions might take the
following form: As a ~ridgedesigner, what economical value will be
reflected in possible code revisions related to load distribution?
This question forms the basis for the material included in
this report 0
It was felt necessary that for this investigation to offer
the strongest and most valuable answer to the question, the methods
applied should he as near tothose used in practice as possible. The
first step in reaching this goal was to establish a set of design
standards. The Pennsylvania Department of Highways design standards
for prestressed concrete bridges were chosen for this purpose o Refer-
ences in these standards are to the ACI Code (ACI 318-63), and to the
AASHO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges.
Concrete strengths, and allowable stresses in particular,
,are to be considered as the most important parameters in the designo
The following excerpt was taken from the PDH Standards.
psi
psi
psi,
f' ~=4 000c~ ,
f' =4 SOD
ci '
f • .== 5, 000
Cl.
where release strength
governs the design
"The design of the precast prestressed concrete
bridge members shall he based on the use of concrete
having a minimum 28-day strength of not, less than the
following:
f' ~ 5,000 psi for
c
f' = 5,250 psi for
C
£. 5,500 psi for
c
f' 6,000 psi for f' :=: 5 000 psi,
c ci '
\.~ where 28-day strength
governs the design."
It was felt however, that the more customarily used values of f' -~
c
5,000 psi and f'. == 4 500 psi would be used as a standard for theC~ ,
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comparative beam designs.
The standard· ,allowable stresses to be used in the designs
were next to be established. A second partial excerpt from the PDH
Standard follows showing the values exactly as adhered to in the
member designs:
(a) Prestressing Steel -
(1) Temporary stress before losses due
to creep and shrinkage •••. o •••••••••• 0.70 f'
s
(2) Stress at design load (after 1088e8)00.60 f' or
.80 fS
sy
whichever
is smaller
(b) Concrete-
(1) Temporary stresses before losses
due to creep and shrinkage:
compres sion G •••••••••••••••••••• 0. 60~_'f! .
.. c~
tens ion. 0 •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• 0. 12 f'. -
C1
box beams
(2) Stresses at design load after
losses have occurred:
compression.. 0••••• 0 •••• 0 •••• 00.0.40 ff
c
tension (in precompressed
tensile zone) •.••• , •.••••••••••• zero
oJ...
For the beams designed in this investigation
R
the use of ~-in.
270 K seven-wire strand was established as a standard. Concrete
strengths were used as stated before for the members, while
30aO-psi concrete was used for the slab or deck section. As is
the· practice with the PDH, the modulus of elasticity was assumed
to be the same throughout the composite section.
* See Fig. 10.
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Minimum cover values for deck reinforcement were set at 1 inch
for the bottom and 2 inches (including future wearing surface) for the
top of the slab. As specified by the standards, the minimum slab thick-
ness allowed was 7~-inches.
Loading values were used in accordance with AASHO Standard
H20-S16-44 conditions for both slab and member designs. It may be
noted here that all slab design practices were made in strict accor-
dance with AASHO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges except
for the minimum thickness value as specified in the PDH Specifica-
tionso
With all of the preceding standards established, three remain-
ing parameters were left to be varied. Specifically, span, lateral
~ki(
spacing, and the distribution constant varied in c·ombination to form
the answer to the bridge designer's initial question.
2 0 2 METHOD OF ATTACK
The acceptance of the design approach followed the establish-
ment of rigid standards .. To allow a clearer understanding of the
procedure, the details of the Fortran program are left for discussion
in Section 40
The design of prestressed concrete members is similar to
the design of most structural members. Today, the acceptance of ulti-
The distribution factor is in the form "S/K", where "K" is
referred to as the distribution constant o
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mate design procedures have added flexibility to the well established
"elastic" type of approach. The engineer however, is hampered with
time restrictions and is therefore unable to take full advantage of
these available methods. The general practice, in bridge design
especially, is to select a cross-section which best satisfies the work-
ing load stress conditions. However, by usual design methods the final
cross-section is generally larger than the optimum size; therefore, the
member weighs more, and in most cases, the efficient use of the pre-
stressing steel is not possibleo
An "exact" or "balanced H desi~n is one in which the beam .is
precisely large enough to meet the stress conditions, while taking
full advantage of the total prestress force available. Economically
this should be the goal of all structural design engineers. Time is
one of the major restrictions in keeping the engineer from this goal.
It was agreed that the general practice of selecting a sec-
tion which is sufficient, but not exact, would not show the true pic-
ture desired in this study. For this reason, the time factor had to
,be minimized. To satisfy this need, the digital computer was utilized o
The parameters required in the designs were discussed in
Section 2 0 1 0 The job of the computer was to take these parameters,
digest them, manipulate them, and finally print them out again as use-
ful design values. More specifically, the first step in the computer
program is the reading of the input data. By entering the parameters
-9-
in a special form and sequence, the computer is able to store them for
future reference. This first subroutine serves as a device for calling
subsequent subroutines. The path of the program may be followed by
referring to Fig. 1.
The second step was the design of the deck slab. This opera-
tion in the program is the first to take advantage of the time factor
by producing what is commonly known as a balanced design in reinforced
concrete o The results of this portion of the design include deck thick-
ness, reinforcing steel area, and the spacing for arbitrarily chosen
415 rebars.
The calculation of bending m~ments due to a specified AASHO
loading comprises the third section of the program. Equations for
determining maximum truck and lane loading are followed by operations
which select the larger of these moments, then modifies the result with
respect to impact and distribution factors o
The final portion, or subroutine, of the program follows an
exact process in determining a required beam size and prestress force
for an internal longitudinal member. Again, for clarification, the
detailed discussion of the use of the prestress diagram technique for
an exact design is left for a separate section o
By holding both beam span or lateral spacing at a fixed value
a series of computer runs were made to show how the height of the box
section required was reduced by increasing the distribution constant "K"o
3. R ,E S U L T S
A question confronting the bridge designer is: ~hat economi-
cal value will be reflected in proposed code revisions?
The answer to this question becomes obvious with the first
glance at the graphs included in this Section. Definite savings are
apparent, and with additional study some very interesting points arise.
Figure 2 represents the interaction effect of maintaining a
constant span and constant 6~ft. coco lateral spacing for the member while
"K" is increased from a 505 value to a 11.0 value 0 For the relatively
short 40-ft. span the decrease in member height is only moderate. How-
ever, at the long 80-ft. span an approximate savings of 7-in. is rea-
lized. Since each beam design is made to the nearest ~ inch above
the minimum requirement, the curves shown are plotted through points
which lie between the ~ inch increments.
For Fig. 3 a spacing of 9-ft. c.c. was held constant.'
Again, only small savings app~ar along the 40-ft. span curve. As
indicated before, the larger savings accompany the longer spanso An
additional tendency also apparent is that greater reductions occur
when wider spacings are used.
To add support to: the general trend, a wider spacing, ll-ft. c.c.,
(Fig. 4), was fixed while a similar series of designs we~e made at the
same span lengths. There is n~ mistaking the effect of span-spacing
interaction. Even at an average span length of 60-ft., gre~ter sav-
-10-
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ings occur at wider spacings as shown in Fig. 5
Two points of particular interest should be noted. The first
eye-opening fact is that a member of sufficient design to carry a load
at 60-ft. is capable of carrying the same load at 70-ft. when a value
for "K" of 8.0 is assigned. Secondly it should be noted that height
savings mean concrete savings. Even for a short 40-ft. span one cubic
yard of concrete is saved per beam. This reduction is roughly a 10%
decrease in material costs. These economic reductions are increased,
as shown, with increases of spans and spacings.
The general trend may be simply stated as follows. When two
of the three major parameters (span and spacing, or span and "K") are
held constant and the third is increased, there is a significant de-
crease in required beam size.
To further exemplify the actual decrease in materials the
following design illustration is offered.
*A basic 48-in. box beam section should be designed to carry
an H20-Sl6-44 loading over a simple 60-ft. span. An ll-ft. c.c.
lateral spacing is required. Concrete and steel strengths are taken
as:
Concrete:
Steel:
f' 5000 psi beam
c
f' = 3000 psi deck
c
f = 20,000 psi deck rebar
s
F =: 23,130 1bs eff. prestress per 'Strand
(20% loss assumed for
all members)
..J(
See Fig. 10
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Compare design results when distribution constant K = 5.5
and 8.0.
DESIGN COMPAR1SON
Design Value
"JoO
Height of beam'\
...'oO
Area of section'"
Dist. to C.G.S.
Moment of inertia
Sect. modulus (top)
Sect. modulus (bot.)
Composite Section
",/(
Height of beam
JoO
Area of section/\
Moment of inertia
Section modulus (top)
Section Modulus (bot.)
J...
Total prestress force
n
oJ,
Number of strands
Dist. to C.G.S, strand
J ..
Cubic yards per beam/\
"/(
Dead weight of beam
K = 5.5 K = 8.0 Reduction
47.5 in. 39.5 in. 8.0
797.0 .2 717.0 in. 2 80.0in.
21.89 in. 18.11 in. 3.78
235,620 in.4 148,350.0 in. 4 87,270
10,764.22 in. 3 8,193,58 in. 3 2,571,64
16,045.77 in. 3 6,934.07 in. 3 9,111.70
55.0 in. 47.0 in. 8.0
1,721.0 in. 2 1,.641.0 in. 2 80.0
37.52 in. . 32. 12 in. 5.40
607,017 in. 4 402,321 in. 4 204,6'96
16,045.77 in. 3 12,524.42 in. 3 3,521.35
35,451.85 in. 3 27,983.56 in. 3 8,468.29
1,296,196 lb. 1'~ 133, 973 lb. 162,223
56.0 49,.0 7.0
3.14 in. 2.81 in. .33
3 3 1.2412.30 yd. 11.06 yd.
830.21 Ib/ft. 746.87 lb/ft. 83.34
Result in valuable savings of particular interest
4. PRE S T RES S DIAGRAM DIS C U .s S ION
A prestressed concrete beam can be thought of as a section
of plain concrete being externally acted upon by the eccentric force
prdduced by the prestressed strands plus moments due to dead and live
loads. Graphically these externally applied loads may be shown as. in
Fig. 6"
Since dead load is nearly always present with the prestress
force, a stress condition e~ists as in Fig. 7(a). Combining this stage
with the application of live load forces results in the condition shown
in Fig. 7 (b)
Under any loading condition, the stress in the top ,and bottom
fibers must not exceed f in compression or f in tension. This limita-
c tc
tion is set without considering initial stresses or losses.
In using this graphical type approach the first step is to
add the L.L. and D.L. stresses as shown in Fig. 8. Points land 3 are
then located a distance f
t
to the right and f
c
to the left of the dead
load stress in the top and bottom fibers respectively. Points 2 and
4 are located f to the left and f to the right of the total stress
c t
points in the top and bottom respectively. The points 1, 2, 3, and 4
are therefore the limits for the prestress line. Note that the orienta-
tion of the prestress line is reversed from the original designation.
The "yll distance measured from the neutral axis to the point
at which the prestress line intersects the base line is geometrical-ly
-13-
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related to the'eccentricity e of the prestress force:
y =
2
r
e
where 2r = IA
The "F/A" distance is the graphical representation of the force per
square inch produced by the stressed strands.
A special case of particular interest to the bridge de$igner
is when the beam forms part of a composite section with the deck slab.
At this point it is also desirable to be more specific and include the
effects of initial conditions and losses.
A typical stress diagram for composite ,sections appears in
Fig. 90 The beam and slab dead load is carried initially by the beam
alone, while the live load is always carried by the composite section.
The prestress force is initially applied to the beam only, therefore
the basic relationships for the "y" and "F/A" distances are still
valid. Point~ 1, 2, 3, and 4 are now located by considering losses
after initial prestress conditions.
Point Distance
---
I .?(D.L. + f ti )
2 DoL. + D.Lo
slab + LeL o - f c
3 11 (D .L. + f.)
Cl.
4 DoL. + DoL.slab + L.L. - f t
7? 100 - % Loss
where,( = 100
Note that the distances are measured in the
same direction as previously stated.
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The total loss generally assumed for pre-tensioned members
is 20%. However, the 'stress immediately after release is only approxi-
mately 95% of the initial value; therefore the 't1 value becomes 0.842.
The previous discussion has been rapid and extremely general
in nature. Some confusion may have developed since this graphical
approach differs from the normal "equation type" analysis. A basic
understanding of this technique will be helpful in following the
adaptation of the method to the program. However, the use of the
program requires only a minim~m of understanding.
5. FORTRAN PROGRAM
The principal objective in offering this Fortran program
is to allow the design engineer to take full advantage of modern com-
puter technology. For those engineers who have a working grasp of com-
puter programming this program will serve as a valuable foundation for
expansion~ The engineer with no experience in this field will find
that the data preparation is simple enough that he, too, can utilize
the multiple designs availableo
It is the author's desire that in time, a full library of
subroutines will be available as one packageo Not only will the
design engineer be able to achieve multiple results based on loadings
and sections, as will be discussed, but he will be given the freedom
to choose from various section types (tee, cored plank, etc.) and
loadings (roof and floor), plus the strand type and pattern.
5 • 1 MAIN SUBROUTINE
The main subroutine serves as the basic control section of
the assembled programo It's function is to read the parameters as
offered by the operator and to, store them for future reference e
Secondly, it prints these parameters as a check operation for the
designer. With-the data stored in the computer the first, or alpha,
subroutine is called o In this particular operational flow the alpha
subroutine designs the deck slab o Other -subroutines could, of
course, be substituted for the slab designo The alpha routine,
-16-
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when completed, is directed back to the main subroutine where the next
and subsequent routines are.cal1ed.
The worth of this cdntrol device will be discussed in Section 5.5,
but it should be apparent that the free substitution of subroutines is
a valuable tool.
5.2 BENDING MO:MENT EVALUATION
The third subroutine in the operational flow evaluates the
maximum effective bending moment associated with the AASHO Standard
truck or lane loadings. Each loading type has been given a refer-
ence number, The H20-44, H15-44, and H10-44 have been numbered 1, 2,
and 3 respectively, while H20-Sl6-44 and H15-Sl2-44 are assigned
numbers 4 and 5. This numbering system allows the operator to select
and enter a particular load by inputting only the reference number
without concerning himself with actual bending moments.
A "computed go to" statement directs the computer to a series
of loading values associated with the particular reference number.
After values for uniform, concentrated, and axle loads are assigned
the calculation of lane loading and wheel loading moments is com-
pleted o The next operation compares these bending moments and selects
either lane or truck loading as the maximum. A portion of this maxi-
mum moment is assigned to be carried by each interior beamo
Impact percentage is then evaluated with an upper limit set
at 30%. The distribution factor, which was of particular interest in
-18-
this study, is computed in accordance wi th the pre-estab lished standards-.
The total effective bending moment which must be carried by each member
is then tabulated and printed.
5.3 DECK DESIGN
In designing the concrete deck slab for the bridges in this
investigation, it was necessary to write some limitations into the
second subroutine which are peculiar to the PDH pesign Standards.
With extremely slight alteration, the limitations could be made to
fit any bridge department code.
This section of the program also utilizes the previously
used loading reference numbers. Since the AASHO Standard for slab
design is based on truck and lane loading, for lateral slab reinforc-
ing, these numbers are used as directors to the applicable loading
values. The effective lateral spacing for box beams corresponds to
the actual clear distance between beams, while for other section
types the effective spacing is a function of clear spacing, plus an
additional factor. Another condition which the operator must include
is the number of beams over which the deck slab is continuouS. A
20% reduction in bending moment is made in accordance with the AASHO
Standards for slabs continuous over three or more members. To com-
plete the evaluation of the effective bending moment, the impact
percentage is computed and a dead load of 120 lbs/ft. 2 is assumed
for slab and future wearing surface weight.
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The input values for concrete and steel strengths are entered
in appropriate equations by the computer for the calculation of "k" and
"j" values 0 These equations are based totally on the 1963 ACI Building
Cadeo With the allowance of I-inch cover on the bottom and 2-inch cover
on the top, including FoWoS., a theoretical value of "d" is calculated,
thus establishing a slab thickness. With a minimum slab depth of 7~-in.
as set by the PDH the program computes a theoretical steel area required
for a.balanced designo For convenience the program prints the steel
area requirement plus the spacing for arbitrarily selected #5 reinforc-
ing bars. The final operation is the computation of the actual dead
load for the deck slab.
504 MEMBER DESIGN
The design technique which the fourth subroutine follows is
unique to the rapid computer type solution. Although the bending
moment evaluation and deck slab design would be a relatively fast
operation without the computer, the member design would be extremely
costly and time,consuming. The principles of the prestress diagram
readily fit the mathematical expressions required for computer language
communication. For t'his reason, this technique was adapted for use
in the design subroutine 0
Section 4 contained a brief explanation of the prestress
diagram. principles, without an attempt to discuss its adaptation to
the program. As was previously stated, it is desirable that a limited
understanding of the method be accomplished before the engineer acquaints
-20-
himself with the actual design procedure.
For the design of a box beam member the basic dimensions of
the desired section are put into the computer, with the exception of
the leg he~ght~ as shown in Fig. 10. The operation begins with an "Rtt
value of 6~ inches. The section properties including area, moment of
inertial section modulus, (top and bottom) and the location of the
neutral axis, are then computed. As the beam height is increased in
O.5-inch increments, the l?cations of the prestress line limiting
points (1, 2, 3, and 4) varies. Figure 11 illustrates the relocation
of the points.
For the section in case (a), it is impossible to locate a
prestress line which meets the limitations of compression and tension
as stated in Section 4. Any line located between the points would
cause too much tension for the first loading stage and ,an excess of
compression during the final stage~ Although case (b) is satisfactory
for allowable stresses in the top fibers, it falls into the same condi-
tion at the bottom fiber, as does case (a): The first acceptable
designed section is shown in (c). Both top and bottom fibers fall
within the allowable limits under both initial and final loading
" ~
conditions. With the necessity to fit a sufficiently large strand
pattern to produce the required prestress force, it is sometimes
necessary to increase the section height an additional increment,
and thus, relocate the limits as shown in (d).
Without including a complete development of the equations
used in the program, the following limits are offer~d to indicate the
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conditions which are met before the progress of increment addition
stops.
Top fibers
Bottom fibers
It should be noted that to save,computer time, the addition
of increments starts with 6-inch increases unt~l the above conditions
are met, at which time 6 inches is subtracted from the total height,
and increments of O~.,.5 inch are built up until satisfactory conditions
are met again,.
The results of this subroutine offer 4 satisfactorily de-
signed members with slightly different ch~racteristics. In addition,
the first beam offered is the minimum section required without an
attempt at fitting a strand pattern to it. By rotating the prestress
line as indicated in Fig. 12 it is possible to produce the four differ-
ent designs mentioned previously. With a new value for "F /A" '·for
each location,a prestress force can be determined,and thus, the number
and location of the required ,strands are· evaluated.
5.5 PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY
The technique of building the Fortran program with unique
blocks, or, subroutines, is advantageous for both current use of the
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program and for future expansion. The limit of development is nearly
boundless since the wide range of basic sections and prestressingtechni-
ques could 'form count less combinations. To acquaint the reader with
the possibilities of ,expansion, four general ideas are discussed:
1 0 Relatively simple subroutines could be written and sub~
stituted for the bending moment evaluation process in subroutine beta.
Roof, floor, general construction, and special loadings could be easily
calculated, thus widening the range of application.
2 0 The deck slab design could be altered slightly to fit any
bridge design standard or could be replaced with a subroutine which,
as an example, would design filler slabs in roof or floor decks,
3. Perhaps the most versatility would be accomplished by the
substitution of the proper equation to cal~ulate section properties
for tee, double~tee, cared, and many other section types. The flex-
ibility in structural section choice would prove invaluable in initial
cost estimc1tion.
4. A modification or operational technique which proved
valuable for producing the data for the graphs in this report is
the "loop" process. By instructing the computer to vary some value
by a pre-established amount, and then to run through the entire (or
some part of) the program again allow~ the operator to mass-produce
de,signs. Design tables and additional reference material could be
produced reasonably, and with great accuracy.
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5.6 PROGRAM LIMITATIONS
It must be realized that for any computer program to maintain
time efficiency, some limitations must be present. The program offered
in this report is limited generally by the fact that only one, type of
structural section can be designed under bridge loading conditions.
However, as previously mentioned, the program's flexibilities enable
extension to more general applications.
A more precise limitation occurs in the AASHO bending moment
evaluation subroutine. Since there are spans at which one or more of
the truck axles will be off the bridge the limits for spans of not
less than 25-ft. are allowed for H loading and 35-ft. for H-S loading.
Also, lateral clear spacing of beams must be greater than 2.D-ft. to
comply with the AASHO Standards.
The allowable storage space assigned to each design para-
meter is substantial for common designs. However, unusual design
conditions, or additional computer storage may warrant greater
accuracy thus producing a need for larger formats.
*The basic strand pattern, as established, also limits the
now available design subroutine to 48-in o basic sections with ~-inch
strands o A more general set of equations can be introduced to allow
the use of varring section widths.
* Appendix C
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5.7 ,DATA PREPARATION
The data input has been divided into four groups of related
material which are punched on individual cards. The first card con-
tains four floating point constants which fit formats as stated in
the program. The first value punched is the span in feet to the
nearest one-hundredth of a foot, if desired. Lateral clear spacing
is next entered with the distribution factor, "K", in the fourth
storage place. The fourth floating point constant is the number of
beams over which the deck sl~b is continuous. The second storage
place contains a fixed point ~onstant which is the loading reference
number.
The second card contains all £loatingpoint constants which
are entirely related to concrete and steel reinforcing strengths.
The fourth data input card is made up entirely of basic section di-
mensions. These values, as do the second card values, fit the
floating point constant formats as stated. The final card contains
only the ,effective prestress force, entered as a floating point
constant with one place after the decimal point.
Figure 14 is offered as a guide to the proper placement
and size of the entry values.
6 4 NOMEN,CLATURE
A Section area
d Depth of beam to centroid of steel
D.L. Dead load of beam
DoL. slab Dead load of slab
e Eccentricity of prestress force
F Prestress force
f Allowable compressive. stress in the ,concrete
c
f' Compressive strength of concrete
c
f . Allowable initial compressive stress
C~
f t Allowable tensile stress in the concrete
f
ti Allowable initial tensile stress
H Height of section leg
I Moment of inertia
j Ratio of lever arm of resisting couple to beam depth d
k Ratio of depth of neutral .axis to depth d
L.L. Live Load
r
2 I/Area
y Distance from neutral axis to point where prestress
line intersects base line
Loss factor
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Column for
Value Card Size Decimal Point
Span 1 XXXX.XX 5
Loading ref. no. 1 Col. 14 None
Lateral spacing 1 XXXX.XX 19
Dist. const. 1 XXXX.XX 26
Beams continuous 1 XXXX.XX 33
Allowable Concrete
and Steel Strengths
Initial compo bot. 2 XXXXX.XX 6
Ten. bot. 2 XXXXX.XX 14
Initial ten. top 2 XXXXX.XX 22
Camp. top~ 2 XXXXX.XX 30
Compo bot. 2 XXXXXoXX 38
Ten. top 2 XXXXX.XX 46
Camp. for slab 2 XXXXX.XX 54
Rebar f 2 XXXXX.XX 62
s
(ACI Code) 2 XXXXX.XX 70
Section Dimension
In Figure ~.~
TB 3 XXX.XX 4
TH 3 XXX.XX 10
SLB 3 XXX.XX 16
SRB 3 XXX.XX 22
BB 3 XXX.XX 28
BH 3 XXX.XX 34
CTB 3 XXX.XX 40
eTR 3 XXX,.XX 46
CBB 3 XXX.XX 52
CBH 3 XXXoXX 58
W 3 XXX.XX 64
WI ::; BB 3 XXX.XX 70
Eff. prestr. force per strand 4 XXXXXX.,X 7
FIG. 14
A P PEN D I X A
_Computer Program
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S=EPrSCT1VE Ot'STANce RETWEE~ REAMS DISCON.nISTRleUTtON CaNST.
FCIa,F"TB'~fTIT. erc •• ALLOW. CONCRETE STRESSES iOP~AQJ.[pSi
DEQIGN VALuE NOTATION
i p A~=SpA ~l li~; FFE T A • SH0; LQAU[,N G REE. NYMeER Y•NOt orBE• Mi
C
--C------------
~ OE~ J GN OF' PKt=STR ESSED CONCRETE "BOX SEAM 8R I DGE
COMMO N ~ AHOMe; A"Mnbt..-A-J(2S...AREAC·~ARE;-A ,.-.s. 01 ,.8·4.,..B.a.,..aH.,.9HDI • SM.t-C.-_-
COMMON 8M I ,8M LL. 8M. 8 ,CBa, CtJH, CB, CGBBC "CGBB, CGBTC. CGBT ,
COMMON CL, CIS , C.1l-U'-.CU.Yl!.I_nl:S--CON1~ 1ST, DM1'D-l.EBH1_EliliiELET. _.. _.u._ - - .._~--
COMMON ET"ETTT,FA,rC8,FCI8,FCSLAB,'FCT,FRT i r,FS,rTB,PTIT
~-------------'oCe.--OMM.nN. FIT. GA.;a.;'H...li.Jtl ...UH.1M-P" PERIMs-~PER ..-UR-.,.JUl-.--Et~SBMnL--- ,-.---.----..-
eOMMCN SC~SD~~.SDLT,SJ.SK;SLAA~SLB,SLLB,SLLT~SMR,SMT
COM!1QN SPAGE,SPANiSRB,S,SS8"SST.S)(,TB.M..D.L,TSMLL.TBMsl,r8 _
COMMON TD~'TDJ·TE8M'TH'TlV#TLVXXX,TRt,TRTT,TW,UL,UM.Wt
cOMMO N 'WLTPO. kiM, W, W'TDl. X I NO, y, zaSe , ze a , 28Te, ZBT~---__----._--------
COMMON IA.SHC~JOB
_lL ~-------JI.-----ANI-+-f-R.O-DLJCF THE DEs i GN "Al,.l'liS
C LOAD NOTATYOt\.1 AASHC LOADING REF'. NUMBERS
C ~20·44 l
C ~15~44 2
-----C ,.J i 0 • 44 ,----.-~<--~---4---------_._,- --,-~_._-
C ·~20~S16 •• 4 ~
--\,iC~---------...---------t"'-.....:'11:--!5'i:r-ili-;!'$!hk1-2-a-44--·---,-----··-------,.,~-----;f5~-~--_·-~--­
C
c
c
C
- ........cl------------T-i-I--TI-----\,Orl-f'P"-----------w-B--.;~R-w-O-+--T .......------.:s~·c......S'J--iI~n"'"""'E..--- ~..eoma----W-.Ae.M wt-tif~L--- --.-----
C B=8ASE HIHEtGHT l=LEFT ~.RlGHT wr.B~iM WIDTH IN IN.
C
TW=2.
II V =12.
TLV)()(x=12000,
---~ .......' .......4 ........-----~-
ET'~ a•
'RT~J2
SX~6.
FTt T=1 eo 0o.-.-.-~-'--------~ <-~--------~-~..,..---____________.. ------ ---.-_--~ _
'RTT=~2000.
---------------fie~T~~..---~ ...---~- .._-._.-
____r_....__--...- ..---~~ ... ..._.,..__.._. ..._~ ~ _~_~ --..
REAO 1~O,SPAN,IAASHO~S,DlSCON,Q .
BE} 0 <0 a, Fe 18 ,£~$ ..rlIJ_CI.#.f'_CB #-I.1J ~ F.e-SLAB ,.FS ... Z . ~ .
REA 0 3 00 , T8 , f H" SL8 , SRB, 88 , 8 H, CTB~ CTH, C8B, CaH, W, w1
--~-- READ--Q.J-g~ «\KPS . --~-~ ,,- .. ---- ...
100 PO~MAT[~7.2,t7_3P7.2]
-----2--O--O-$=..Q.R,M,A..U9 ~ S if :2 , -... --.---- ..-.--- <---- ~~..-.--,._-.... .-
300 PO;MAT(12r6.~]
~----930 .. iOnM.A-.T_.t_f_8...-1~-.-._-.
c
~---.C - -. - -.----.---.----~- -_..- - ...
C PRiNT OUT GIVEN nATA
--.---.2 nn1. < .2R-~.&1._5.0 0 • sPA.N...-IUS.wll"*~iLtsea N.~'Q. ..._
PRINT 6QO,tCIB.FTB.rTIT,rCT,~CSLAR,FCB,rTT,rS#Z
P_R Tf~J ' ,Z(l1L- IB~T.H.--SLB '_ SR8 .t- B8 .. 8HA_.CT8 • CTH, CaB, CBH, W• WI
PRIN' 940, AKPS
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500 FOCMAT[8Hl SPAN: ,F7.2/10H IAASHO; .I3/5H 5= ,F6.21
1 10H OISCC~: ,F6.2/5H Q= ~F~.111IJ
600 rORMATt8k- FCJH= ,~?1/7~ Fr8= ;~?1/A~ FTIT= ,~7.1/7H FeT: fF
1 7,1/10~ FCSLA8~ ~r7.1/7H r~B~ ,F7.1/?H ~tt= ~r7,11
'. ~~- . ----2- - .6H. r: s= , F 7 • t 15 ~ n '7.:. ~ F" 5 • 11/1 1
700 PO;MAT[12F6.2]
-940 -~ORMA.T{8H. AKPS;- ,F9.1111IJ
c
-..-.......-C-A+~L-At.~!iA-._------._­
CAi'L RETA
~_- __ ~~~--11ALl-- CHA R. - .~-.
CAi L EXIT
~._-.c.~.--.-n~.l.G-N AE:JHE.. =SL AS --.-- ._,- ,.~-~----- -. - .. _,,__- ...---.-..-~._-------,--_ ..-.
COMMON AA~OMC,AAMOM,AKPS,AREAC,AREA,AS,81,B4IeB,B~,BMDL,BMIC
___CJLMJ1nN~ -J3M 1!..8 f1t. LL J 8M '- S" C881 CaH,C 81 CG8 Be, CGaB l._e.Gal C.J .C.GB.! .. ~~ ~ _
COMMON CL,CT8,CTH,CUY8,DlSCO~,DIST,DM,D,E8M,ELAB,E,ET
C.OMMi1N- ...-5 T.l-l-E TTT• F' A,I F'ep .. F c'j B, Fe SL AB, Fe T, F RT ~ r: , F"S ,.rT8-1-F'T I.I_,_~ -~--------~
COMMCN FTT,GA,G,H,Pl,PI,PERIMP,PERIMS,PER,PIR.RRiR,SBMDL
---.--..c.o.MMM.-----~~c~SnlQ.*"SDL T#-SJ. SK ;SLAB .SlR#-SLlB. SLLf.+S!Ui.,sH-L----------
COMMON gPACE'SPAN'SRB.S'SS~.SST,SX~~BMDL,T8MLl,+BMSLiTB
__~~~1'1-C..N~_.__IJJM.I.-!C-,-_T~BM, TH~_TL V,'ll VXXXJ TR'T , TRTT ,'rW-, UJ~-.-U~.W.t.-_.-;--
~O~HON WLTDO,W~ .. W,WTOL,XI~C.Y~ZRBC,Z88,ZBTCiZ8t~Z
,--~---,-"C---->o.#OM-MOM.-.--=,- ..-l-AA SHe ;JOB
GO TO [25'32~32,25,32] ~jAAS~O
---25--aM~-tS-*--!-W-l/. TJiT." 1~ non .--
GO Tr 33
- __-32.-_BM:LS +-TWJ-J r RT"It TLV'XXX
33 !FrQ~3.]26,27127
~_-.2~~__..E.et1~ a.M~ _
GO Tn 28
- .......2ir+7--EaM-;.....a*g~-.--.- -- -
28 PE~I~~=50./[S+1'5.]
~-----_-lE.ipE..el~.~ JJ.29 J 30 .. 3,0.. _
29 PIR=PFRlf-lS
---~-.- .GO- 10-.3-1.----------- -. - .. ' -~ - ._--
30 ~I~=.3
.------..31. -. tE-nM-=-lEBM-i Ple-~..e.B M-1· - ,,- ,." . , -._-. ._, . _ . __~ .. ~_ ~ . _
c AS~U~q:: OL OF THE SLAB PLUS FWS .EQUALS 120LB/Fr*.2
-.~~.'~---" BM~10 .tS•.*-2-
TB .... !;L =TERM+SP"'OL
'--'--- -~ .. SK; F"C~LAR~-Zlt F"CSL' AR*Z+F"S 1
!SJ;:1 SK/3 •
.. -. --.' ----A =of tv .
n=eQ ~ TF [ T8MSL'.24 a / [ res L A~ • SK.. SJ. 8 ] ]
---TD;:D~2.
IFrTr .. 7.5l34;34,35
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34 'fOM:7.5
n.M;5.'5
AS=TBMSL*·TLV/[rS·RJ*DMl
GO Tt:' 135
~. -~-----35--AS= TB MSL-*-T-l VI [F S*SJ *n1
GO TC 136
.~1J5- SL ~R: TDM -
n=[)1\1
GO rr,···1-J?
j~ 3'6 SL A8 : TD
--." ----' ~3.1-. SPACE-=-• .'3 5-~ T1.. VI AS
C SL"A8=TOTltL StAR THICKNF~~ SPACF=SPA~ING O~ NO.5 BARS
___ 58 MDL;.[J.5L Aij * l S*TL V+WI] ] 114 4 • * 15 0 • ] • [ SPA N**2 ] lET
PRrNT 900,8M~EB~;PtR,TF8~,RMnLiT8M~l~D,SLAB,AS,sPACE,SBMDL
_________,.9.0-0 -F Q.Q MAT----UH.. -~- 8 M;: '; F' 9 .2/7H E8M::: • F' 9 • 2/7.., PI RI: • F 5 • JJ-~-----+-+- ..-~-~.---,~--
1 p~ TE8~= ,F9.?/PH 8MDL= ,F9.'/9H TBMSLz ~~9.21
.- 2 ". "__,_,_ ---5H-__.. .0 =-.. ,P 6 .. 2/ aH -SLAB = J F' 6 .216HAS;; , rs ..it----~, _, ~~_
3 QH ~PACI;= ,F6.2/9H SBtJ.OL= ~'F9t21111IJ
-~--- --.- -- RET UH N---------.. -.-. ---~
SlJ 8 Rr: 1JT I f\' E 8 ETA
----.-C, ..----- I; VAL!; A-Jij--QENh lNG" MOMEN T _ ,-'~ n.,, ---.-~~.~
CO~MCN AA~OMC;AAMOM,AKPS.AREAC,~RFA.AS,Rl,84,RR.B~,RMDL'8MIC
~~-_.-- -.. COMMCN----.--,~--BM f , F3 ~ !~L ,8M. R, r. 8 A, C8 H, CRt CGBRC .. CGsa. CGS TF!, eelS-T .
COMMCN CL,CTS.CTH,CUY8,DISCON,OIST,DM,D,E8M,ElAB,E,ET
--------- ."-COMMeN- ~- ErT, E TTT.. FA .. f C8 .. FC1B, FCSLAB .. F' CT, FRT, r • FS.. F" T8 .. r r 11~
COyMCN tTT,GA;G.H,piJPljPFRI~P,PERJMS,PER,PIR,RR,R~SBMDL
k_~ ' __~ ---- • COM Me.N··· -- ~..~-.. SC, SDL ~ , SOL T • SJ •~K, Sl A8 , SLR, SLL8 , SL L T #' SMP ~ SMT· .----~, ~~ ._-.-~---.-
COMMrN SPACE,~PAN~SPR~S,SS8,SST,SX,T8MOL,TBMLL,TBMSL,T8
-- -----.---- --- COM M.c.N.. ~__ -. TD~ , T[; , TEBM.. TH.. TLV, TLVXXX.. TRT, TRTT, TW• UL , UM.. W1
rOMMCN WLTDO,WM'WJ~TnL,XINC,Y~7RRr,7RR,ZRTC,ZBT.Z
. ~ -----COHM-CN--- .--- I-AASHC ~J 08
c
~o Tn L~~2.3.4,51
1 UL=6dO.
~- CL:E-tTr
P1:;:ETT
- -- GO It6
CL=13500.
2 UL;480.-
P1=6noo.
GO TC 6
3 UL=3?O.
CL~ETTT/TW
p 1=F: 1 TIT t~t
r;n rr.· 6
41IL::64n.
CL:ETTT
P1=r;ir
Gf) Tr 7
,tAASHC
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5 II! ":'4~ n.
CL=13500.
P1~6tlgO.
GO Te 24 '
PEq=,3
DETERMINE THe OISTRISUTtr.N FACTOR.
DIst=rs+w]/OISCCN
'aTAl LL MOMENT
!Stil.l =D lsi * [8 HI L ... .2.-ER*BMLi )
R'ErUAN
c·
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C CACUI ATE THE SEk-Tlj)N,_J~10DULUS *' _J--OP AN_D. aOT__ H __~ '_.__
l8R=QMI/CG~8
---~1-e.8~ - 6 MI I rrG.~T ----.--~---- --.--------,-----,----------
C FINO THE AREA OF ~nMPCSITE SFCTION
FI A8=S;LA8-,5 - . n_ -----~__~ ._
ARr:Ar.7ARE=A+[~LA8+r'i.. TLV ... wI]]
- C SliM C~ THE-MnMEt\!,s--ABOIJT ,AA --.-..----~_.- ..--~------~----­
AAMOMC=AREA.~GR8~rELA8*[S*TLV+WI))·r8H+H+TH+ELAB/TW]
C E , NO CG OF 1lO..t'1£.c.S-l..lE--S£:CT.-I.ON __ .. ,__.__.. ., n._.. . ..--:.... _
CG~AC=AAMOMC/AREAC
CGRTC- 8 H+H++~l-~R-C -.-. -..---- - --- - --------~- ----- --- _.-
C CA~ULATE THE MO~ENT OF INFRTIA OF THE COMPOSITE SECTION
8 Mi C.. BMI + ARE A.. [c q RR~GGBR ] .-*:2 -+ [ [S +WI IT t--Vl .E-L-A-9--*-~3-l---m_----~ ..----
1 +(ELAB* rS*Tt!V~WI 1 ]*rCGBTC-ELAR/TW] .*2
C ~ I.'! 0 SEC T ION MOD 'I LUS ---.-.--_._-..-.. . -,. __ .n.. ---- ••--------
ZBR(1=BMIC/CGRBC
zatC - RM I C/CQP-!-C----~._~-------- ---- -. -~- ... - ,
rIND THE MINIMUM S~CTlnN THAT WILL CARRY THE LOAn
~IOTAT tON St'! R-=--MOW-, --SlH4----A-+--Q.-O+--M---8EAPt-------...·--------
SSA=STReSS SUM AT ROT Or BEAM
1'8MJJL - rARE 6.'144 ••m+-l*-SPA~-*2-/-e+-----~ -------
SMci=fT8HLL*TLV/Z8Rb]+[S8~DL*TLV/ZRB]~[18MDL*TLV/ZR~]•• 158
SSB =FTR +Eel 8,* .8 4 2 __._. , ._.~_._. .
sMT:rTBMLL*TLV*[~GBTC.SLA8+.5]/8MICl+[S~MDL.TLV/Z8T].[TBMD~.TLV
1 I!lRT1'*.1.5B.-----
SST:rTIT*.A42+FCT
fEr s ~ 8'" SSA ] 1 n0 Q .1-0 ill1-.J--3-6---- . ~~ . .__ . __ ..
1000 IFrS~T·SST]1('103,10n3,36
1 003 SL i.A :: SM8 + [ T8 ~,~ UL~ -rb-JlL-zaRI .. -.- a4 2, .--
SD, '8: [TBf'.1DL/ZSB] *TLV
SL. I T- ~ hi T*[T8 MOL • T+.JJ-I--UJ.-:r-l- T·aJl? - _
sni'T: [T8~DL/2'BT"TLV]
GO TC [71,72',73, 7~5 .. 74l--I--JO-B-~--------- _ _ -----_. .._~__. .._. __
71 tFrxINc~.5]2~04.?104,210~
21 U5 ~ =Imt - 6 • --. ---.- --------.-- ------- -
XiNC=.5
~o TO 36 -.--~-.------------.. -. . .__~_
2104 PRrNT 223/H,AREA,CGBB/CG8T,8MI,ZBB,ZBT,AREAC~CGBBC/CGBTC,BMIc,
1 7l:i8 C,2 RlC ~_____ .. _ _ .,.~ _
223 FORMAT [5H ~= ,r6.2/8H AREA~ ,F9.2/8H CG88; ,F6.21
1 8H 1:Ga-!-=----~rh.'/7bl .8MI.: .F"1,3.4L7H ZeB • •r12.41
2 7H 7.BT= ,f12.4/9HO ARFAC= ,P10.2/9H CG~R~= .r7,21
3 9 H CGa'l-.c-=-- -.-F" 7 .2/811- . -8M t c: IF.' 1 ~ -. 2/SH zaac~ -- ~-r-12. 4/
4 PH 28TC= ,F12.411/I/J
~~----------E-a-l-MT 800,AML-L--#-£-ER ... OIST.T-RMLL,TBMOt
800 F"OnMAT [AH1 ~MLL= ,rQ.?/7H PF.R= .F'~.3/aH DIST= 1~7.21
-----1-- ---- . 9H -----!BMLL-=-, f tn. 2/QH TBMnL:; J- r9, 2//11/1-
JOB::/?
-~-------G-O----I-C-~4-5- --~ .. -, --- ----
72 R1=[SnLT+~TIT)*.A42
--_.-.---R~LSLLB-~F--IB]
GO Tr 47
c
~~c>-------~----~---~~- - -.-------..~_.--~--~~-- ....---~.------ '--
c
c
c
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-- ,- ..--.13 --8 t ft t snL T-* f.T -l ,"1:« ~-a 4 2---· -... --,
R4=rSnLB+rCJA]*,A4~
--~--·-·-G+}.--~---4~--··------------- --.- ----- .;------- "- -. --------,--------- .--.-.----... -- .
·74 R1=[5LLT~F"CT'
~~~--------I:R;;I-II.4.....~........"{~$.L L. a-F' TBJ
GO TO 47
75 B1-[~LLT·rCT1
84=[~nL8+rCIR) •• A42
- .----, ~ .41--~=r eGA T. R4" CGR(3. Q1 JI [ B1-..-S-4J.---~-------.-·---,---".--..- -----'-,
GA=Y*B4/lCGBR+Y]
-~.-.~- __ G;;,GA-U-REA.----- ------ -.-.-----.----~-"-..--- ..
SC=G/AKP~
--- -------.--If..LS.c~22·.~.6Jl..J_6~-, -.-----.~---.---- -- .--- .
()O tR:!1.5
--~---~-.~.Gorc--6.3----~.--~~--_._-.._- ....~
61 'F~sr-44.]~2~62_64 '
--.--.-----6~--Ca-:1 ...5*+2-._*-LSC.~~'-. 1-) I r?~ .. ~ (SC--~~~. ] ·1 .
GO Tr' 63
------., ----6-4. ~ca.Q =--f--f- {~t-[ S·(': .. 4.4 .. JI; • ) ~ 1 • J*-2- .. 1-1~--. J -
CB;?~+[RC-44.1·r3 ••CGR1/SC
-------6-L1Ut=b M-l J..AR.f:.A---.- -"--''-' . -' '-~'--' .- -- --. - .- -.- . - '..
E=RR/Y
__~ ----~-!£ iE!!-r-G-B B-+.-C BJ 1 U.Q 4.1 00,4 .. 36. _ __
36 ~=w+~JNC
-.---.------G--O------l.--e------1---O'O-S-~--·.---
1004 tF~xtNC~.5]1!04,1jn4,1204
---1"2·n4-X-I-N-C-:;.~5-------_·_---·_·_-·_-- ----.~_.".-----,.--..-
H=H'I"'~.O
-,- .._-- .-.- ..------C~~}.c~--1-n-O---5-~--------. ---------- - -,.
C
------C.------..~- .. _-- .--.~.""-~-----._--. --- .-.. ~---.-
c nET FRESTRES~ rCPCF
---1-l~A ,;,. y. ~ 4/ ~*-¥-.l-.-----_._---_--.-..._.__ -~--~---'-~-'-'--­
F=FA·AREA
- c-- .---~-----~~.--_.---..._- ---- -.. ~-~---~-~~~. ~ ...__~_~ _
c
--,c~-~o~E--+-i-----A.O--D-LT+O-N-A-L--l.N-~ORM-Al-I.eN_--__~-.... _-- -~... ~ ._._ ......~_, _
CUYB=AREA/1 4 4 •• SPAN/2?
MTrtL=.AREAl144. *1§.{)........
~IGH=H+Tt-f+8H
....Y-Li?-!ir~-=-lLt--G~ua--.~--- -~. -.-----.~- -' -----~.__ ~_. _~ -_ -._ ,...__~ .__ ._.
C
--C- ---
C PR,NT OUT nE:SIREn f:ALCuLATED INFORMATION
---.----..........--f"P-f"\R-4-tN-!- 91 Q ,. HIGH~A.• cnR.Q.~M--l-~-7-A-f-.­
910 FOPMAT(18HO ~EIG~~ or REAM= ;F6~21
~-'- --------1.--~1-9-H--. ---A-R E-A.. -0£._ sec T I,o N=---~ F' B.~ 21
2 22H TJISTANCE 'Tn C.G.~.= ~F6.21 .. '
-----3---.---.2-9-W-- -SE-C--T.-r.oN---MOMENT. O~ I NERT I A=- ~,io .21
4 3~H SECT. MC~ULUS. Bct. ~IAERS= ~Fi,21
-----·--·~·---·-·a.Q.#-~-+~~.. _MCnUbUS '" ---TC:P -~ 18ERS: ','9..-2 Ill' J
PRINT 91j
-9~1---r!)tH1ltT-141~D--St:Cl 'ON- PROPERT I ES -OF" cOMPOs.ite sECT JOH 1
PH 11~ T 9 1 0 , H 1GHC ~ ARE AC, CG8ac ,8M 1CI ZBac, ZBTC
... pel NT,912--- ---, -- -. '" -
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-- 912 FORMA T (2~-Hn,-AOO 1+' ONAL OF~ t GN V.AL UF;S 1
PRINT 224IF,~CJCR,~UYnJWT~L
,.- 2 ~ 4 Fo-ab1AT '(-6~---l;.QU-L-,-- PRE. STRf= SS F' 0 RC6 = , F" 12,2/
1 21H NUM8~R O~ STRANDS: .F7.2/
~------ 2- .---~f-j.,.(-----t+1ST A NCE-~Q. CT~ 6" ST~ AND: '; F' 7 , 2/
3 24H CU81C YARDS PER ~EAM= .F7.21
--------'----2-Ui- CEAll -LOAD---OF--BEAM =-- "F 9.2111-)
JO~=JOB+:1,
-----f+(}-- +: tj-,------....4.q.Fj--
76 WLTDC=O
--Riil.y.IJ-"""-Q-P.I-N-----
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Sample Results
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SPAN. 60 '!LQ~-.----_
IAAS~O; 4
$= 7.00
DISCON;: '5.50
_~O'"--'=_~L..-l'O~ ~
PCIBi 2700.0
_---'-f-.J-.T..-..:..B= 0 ,
FlIT- 540.0
Fer: '200'0.,0""- _
FCSLAS= 3000.0
F'C8= 2000.0
FTT= O.
F'S= 20000.0
f= 9.0
--------~-----~-_.~----.
48.00 3.00 :5~OO 5.no 46.00 5.00
AKPS. '23130 ~ 0
BM=, '45 0 0 • 0 n '
ERM= 4500.00
PTR: 0.300
TEBM= 5850.00
8MDt l:: 4 9 Il.l..Dll_~_~~__.._._~ . ~ .. ~
TBMSt.:= 6340.00
D= 5,5n
3.00 "3,00 3.00
SLAB- 7.50
__All---Jl........-w.8 ...u..6 _
SpACe~ 4. 9j:
SBMOl ~ = 464062. 5 rL-.-_ "._ --:-__~ .,_--u--.----- __.~ ~---~-~_,
._--:-- -'----,--,----
H= 39"5~
-------.AREA -. 1_9J__.JtO__, ._. ,_... .. ,. . ._
CGB8= "21.89
~BJ'L---.2'..I.,~_1.__,_. ~--. . ' ._ ' ._. ~.~,__~. ._-._-_._. , ,
BMI~ 235620.8943
_-.Z.8J~_!.__ .. _1. QZ§4 ~'21Z8.. , ~_. .. ,' ..' .__.._..-.._. ~,"""-_'~ '~........,....,._,_,, ~---.-..,.
ZBT= 9200.0859
AREAC= 1721.00
--------.:.cGBB_~_~31_._52 . .. _ ~
CG8TC= 16,98
__ Btil C_~__ "_,__ ,.6 02 01 7 • Q6_
ZBBC~ 16045.7701
1aI_C~__~~2~_~.1. E3~~9 _
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, 1
t'
=---. e._MLL::: 887 t 86. 66_
PER: 0.270
015r* 2.00
iBMLL= 2253933.68
~ . TBMQL:: 373593 •. 7.5
HEIGHT O~ SEAM= 152!QO._
ARFA or SECTION: 1842.00
~ __ 0 I Sl.~NCE TO, Ct G• S • = 73.0 4 ._. __~ ---.-_. ~~_~~~_. __~ .__,~__ ~--~.--------.-----.----
SECTiON ~oMENT O~ I~ERTIA= 4660760.16
_._ .~_, SECT t ~Or] ULUS I. aor .. EI'aERS.~_.~_=6.3 a.11.J,.e.6.-_---,--.~
SECT. MonuLUs, TMP 'Fl8ERS: ~9026.17
....--------~----._----"- - --"---- -------~--------- ----
___-.AD.R.litQ_N_~_L_0~ S.l~"N .-_ Y~.Lu~ ,S - ---'~.--r ~_ '~_~ ._.__•__._ _ ~__._. ___._---
TOTAl PRESTRESS FORC~= -194.29
, NUM~~.e _._Q~_S~Bl~NJl.S-~ ~_Q .01 ., .. ~.~ _._~ ~ '__~__~ .. .__ . __. ~__ ~
DISTANCE TO e.G.STRAND= 1.50
__0JJ!3~~ ,_yJ4 8.PS. __ P~.Et__~_E At'__:. __ . 2 8 .! ~ .3,._ _ ~, ._~ ~ __ ~ .__. __ ___ ._. .__
DEAD LOAD of BEA~= 1918.75
-----_....__._------,_... , .._-- - - - ..-. -- --~ .. ,-' .. - - - -. - ... , _._.- --.-~ ._ .._-.-----------
HEIG~T or BEAM: 60.50
AREA Of SECTION= .927.00~~'D~IS'T'ANCE'- TO~-C--.-G-.s ~--=--- 28.12 - -- -. ---- ..,.-,.-~.~.~.-.-~~-~-----.- ... --.--"-.-- ...--- --
SECTION ~OME~T OF r~F.RTIA= 432845.74
----S-EC T. Morlj'L t.i s ~. "8 nT: '~I BER S= 153 9 4~ 28-·~~·_···~,'-·--·--·-·----·---·-··-· .~. ,-~ -----, -.-,----..--. --..
_~~Eq_It f:'-OOULU,r.;, ... TOP FISERS= 1~366.5e
HEIGHT Or SEAM; 68.00
_._.__ ... ARE A OF SF CT I O~I = 18 f.51 • 0- 0
DISTANCE TO e.G.s.= 46.0~
SECT!O~ MOMENT O~ l~~RTIA: 1C32438.88
S~CT. MoruLUs, HnT. F"IAERS= 22429.90
Sf CT.. to! 0t uLUSIT 0 P F I 8 ERS= 4 8 086 , 57
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,~o 201. 7 .06
16045.77 -
:t54t;1 .85
·A00-1 ~fI '() NAL . DFS I Gr\l VAL UES
___IJJ rAL. PRFSTRFSS F" QPC F= ~_9_3_~ t 24..~_Q_~_._~_~~
MUM8ER OF STRANDS= 40.30
OISTANCE TO C.G.STRA~Jn= . __ .2!t41
CUBIC YA~nS PER AEA~= 14.3j
DEAD LOA r or: 8EA M= 9 6 5 t. (, 2 ,, __.. __~. ._.. _._. ._._..._~. __ .. _
____ .HE I G~ T 0F' eEAM~, 4. Z. !, r; 0 .. _
AREA OF SEeTJ,ON: 7Q7.0n
DJ ST~NCEJO_ '.r _. G· S!!;.._.--21..t,B9 ._ ,. _~_.'~ .' ~ ..,. __
SECTION MoMENT OF I~SRTIA= '35620.89
~~gI_! __NOr: UL US,~. ~Jl_l~ __EJ BE RS= _1_0.7 ~ ~., ~_2_ ._ .__ . ... __. _
SECT. ~orULUs, TOP FJSERS= 9200.09
HE 1G~.j__._.o F: __ BE .A.,M ~ !? 5 ! no
ARE A, 0F SEC T t, 0 N = 1 7:? 1 • 0 0
_____D.....I ~sU.N QE. -10. '..C,~.G.~.3-t.; _.. ~3 7.A 5 2..._
SECTION ~nMENT OF l~eRTIA= ~02017.06
SECT '- ~QT)ULUSl~~_O T_!._ ..F t aER S,:.. 16045 .77
SECT. MotULU~. TOP FIBERS: ~545,.e5
---_.. -.- ._ .. -_. -- -....._..~ •... , _...... _---_._. -_ .. _-- ---'-" _....._--_._-._--_ ..__..-- '----.--.----
_~nD f 11 ON Al.- DES I G~ V~LU~S .~ _ ~_._._ .. _~__~ .
TOTAL PRFSTRESS FORce: 1'9d207.32
NUMBER or ST~ANns= 5~.Q5
--o---=-Is-TANCE "':'6 -C.G.sTRA~Jn~· . ·3-~14---·-·-·-~-·~_··-~~
__g11al!l.__YA,RDS._:P~R _,B~.A,~·;:L __ ._ 12,11-30, . _
DEAD LOAO Or BEAM: 830.21
HEIG~T O~8EAM: 47.50
~_AREA. ,Or sEC.j I.ON= -. .7_97 AD O. _.. ,_. _.._" ... _._+_.~~. .__._~,
DI·ST. NeE Toe .'·G • S • = t' 1 • 89
____SEGT I aN ~ 0 MEN t Qr I ~ ER r tA: ..... 2 :S5 6.2 O..~ ~t9_ '_~_'~_
SECT. MoruLUs_ BOT. ~IAERS= {0764.22
-----S.E-C-l, ~O-OuL_US' TOP FI.BERS=_ _ 9200.09 .. .
SECTION PROP~RTIES cr CO~POSTTE SECTION
HEIG~T or BEAM= 5~.no
~_ ~_._A RE~ .. ,0F__ SE.c TION = 1,7? 1 ~ 00.
DISTANCE TO c.G.~.= 37.52
__ S~QTtON ~OMENT OF I~fRrIA=
SECT~ MorULU~_ BMT. PIRERS=
'_ S E.~_l!.__ ~ or, Ul.JJ 5! IO P .. F:.J.R ERS =
AnD Jr JON L DFS I G~l VAt.' UES
TOTAL PR STRfSS FORCE: 1?9f196.15
f\J UM8FRO STRAN 0S= r; 6 • (J 4 .
n 1ST Al\I CETa r ,. G• STRA"'1 n= 3 • j 4
~ ~ + ,. .... J .....
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Typical strand pattern for
~.inch strand
. .
o •
1-e-__1_1_@__2_"_=_-,_2_2_f1 -.:¥+;-·__1_1_@_2_'_'_22"
48"
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2.0
2.0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2.0
2.0
._--..1.5
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